Tech Spec 14 – Concrete Paving Units for Roof Decks

Introduction

An increasing amount of new and rehabilitated roof decks use segmental concrete paving units to support pedestrian and vehicular applications. The units provide an attractive, durable walking surface for pedestrian plaza decks. They create outdoor space next to offices, hotels, hospitals, universities, observation areas on commercial buildings and at cultural centers. See Figure 1. Parking structures and the roof decks of underground buildings use concrete pavers to support vehicular traffic as shown in Figure 2.

Segmental concrete paving units protect roofing materials from damage due to foot traffic, equipment, hail, and vehicles. Concrete provides a heat sink that reduces the thermal stress and deterioration of waterproofing materials. The units flex with the movement of the structure as well as with vehicular and seismic loads. Additionally, the units provide a slip-resistant surface and are especially attractive when viewed from adjacent buildings. They can exhibit high durability under freeze-thaw and deicing salt conditions.

A primary role of segmental concrete units is ballast for roofing materials to prevent uplift from high winds. When caught by high winds, gravel ballast on roofs can shift and distribute unevenly. This leaves roof materials exposed to winds, thereby increasing the risk of their uplift. In some cases the gravel can be blown from roofs creating a hazard for glass, pedestrians, and vehicles. Concrete units are preferred over gravel ballast because they provide a consistent, evenly distributed weight for protection from wind uplift and damage. Furthermore, concrete unit paving is required by many building codes as roof ballast for high-rise buildings.

This Tech Spec provides guidance on the design and construction of roof assemblies using precast concrete pavers or concrete paving slabs using various setting methods for pedestrian and vehicular applications. There are many kinds of roof assemblies placed under these types of paving units. The compatibility of paving units and setting methods with the components of roofing assemblies such as waterproof membrane, protection board, and insulation should always be verified with the manufacturers of such components.

Plaza Deck Components

Concrete pavers and slabs—There are two categories of segmental concrete deck materials for roofs, concrete pavers and slabs. See Figure 3. Concrete pavers are units that can be lifted and placed

Figure 1. Concrete pavers provide a durable and attractive roof plaza deck surface. At left is the observation deck on the 86th floor of Empire State Building in New York City. At center is a hotel plaza deck constructed with concrete paving slabs.

Figure 2. Concrete pavers serve vehicular traffic and parking over a concrete parking structure next to a residential development.
with one hand and whose surface doesn’t exceed 100 in.² (645 cm²). Their length to thickness (or aspect) ratio does not exceed 4 to 1. They conform to the requirements of ASTM C 936 (1) in the U.S. or CSA A231.2 (2) in Canada. These units can be used in pedestrian and vehicular applications. 2 1/8 in. (60 mm) thick concrete pavers are commonly used in pedestrian plaza or terrace applications. When the capacity of the structure is limited to additional weight, units as thin as 1 1/2 in. (40 mm) have been used in pedestrian applications. For vehicular uses, the recommended minimum thickness of units is 3 1/8 in. (80 mm).

Precast concrete paving slabs range in nominal size from 10 x 10 in. (250 x 250 mm) to 36 x 36 in. (910 x 910 mm). Like pavers, concrete paving slabs can be manufactured with a variety of colors, special aggregates, and architectural finishes to enhance their appearance. Surface finishes include shot-blasted, hammered, and ground or polished. They differ from pavers in that slabs require at least two hands to lift and place them, and their length to thickness (or aspect) ratio is 4 to 1 or greater. Paving slabs generally range in thickness from 1 1/2 in. to 2 in. (40 to 50 mm) and thicker units are also applied to roofs. They are only for pedestrian plaza applications and are not recommended for vehicular use. Slabs risk tipping, cracking from bending forces, and shifting under repeated forces from turning and braking tires.

Concrete paving slabs made in Canada should conform to CSA A231.1 (3). This standard applies to paving slabs used on roofs as well as at-grade construction. The standard requires a minimum average flexural (bending) strength of 650 psi (4.5 MPa), freeze-thaw durability when exposed to deicing salts, and conformance to dimensional tolerances. Flexural (rather than compressive strength) is used to assess unit strength since the larger slabs are exposed to bending and cracking. Compressive strength is excluded from the standard because it is not a true measure of the performance of the concrete. It can increase as the thickness of the tested unit decreases. Therefore, a high compressive strength test result required from a thin slab gives a false indication of a slab’s resistance to bending since thinner slabs will break in bending more readily than thicker ones.

Unit dimensions are measured on samples and compared to the dimensions of the manufacturer’s product drawings. Allowable tolerances for length and width in CSA A231.1 are ±1.0 to +2.0 mm from the manufacturer’s product drawings. Height should not vary ±3.0 mm. Units should not warp more than 2 mm on those up to 450 mm in length and/or width. For units over 450 mm, warping should not exceed 3 mm.

At the time of this writing, a draft standard for precast concrete paving slabs made in the U.S. has been introduced by ICPI to ASTM for review and eventual approval (4). The draft has requirements similar to the CSA A231.1 standard and applies to slabs used on roofs as well as at-grade. The ASTM draft by ICPI can be used as a guideline product standard until such time that ASTM approves and publishes a new standard.

There are some lightweight, low-flexural strength ballast slabs (mistakenly named roof pavers) manufactured with a tongue-and-groove or bevels along their sides to increase their interlock. Other designs include plastic fasteners to connect one unit to the next. These methods of joining the sides to one another provide greater resistance to uplift from wind. Figure 4 illustrates one type of unit with tongue and grooved sides (not visible) and connecting tabs between each unit. Some of these types of units are made with lightweight concrete, or are thinner in order to reduce the dead load on the roof structure. Some designs have grooves on their bottom surface. When installed, these follow the roof slope to help remove water. These types of units offer limited architectural enhancement from patterns, colors, or surface finishes.

ASTM has issued C 1491, Standard Specification for Concrete Roof Pavers (5). This product specification is appropriate for ballast-only type paving units (pavers or slabs) used only in direct contact with roof materials and only for limited pedestrian use such as walkways for maintenance personnel. Products that meet this standard should not be subject...
to constant pedestrian use, not placed on pedestals, and never be subject to vehicles. Specifiers and contractors are advised to use roof paving products for vehicular and pedestrian applications that meet the previously mentioned ICPI guidelines or CSA standards.

**Setting materials**

**Pedestals**—Paving slabs for plaza decks are often placed on plastic or fiberglass pedestals. The result is a level deck, concealment of slope and drains, and water storage space under the units during very heavy rainfalls. Pedestal-set paving units install quickly and enable fast removal for repair of waterproofing materials and for maintenance of deck drains. The units can be reinstated after repair with no visible evidence of movement. Damaged paving units can also be easily removed and replaced. Figure 5 shows a diagram of a pedestal system with paving slabs.

In most pedestal-set applications, units are 18 x 18 in. (450 x 450 mm) or larger. The corners of paving units rest on a plastic pedestal. These units usually require shimming after placement. Shims are inserted under the corners of a nonaligned paving unit until its surface is even with adjacent units. Some plastic pedestals have a built-in leveling device to reduce the amount of labor involved with shimming. Some are telescoping cylinders whose length can be changed by rotating an adjustable sleeve within another. Other designs have a base that tilts slightly to compensate for the slope of the roof.

Vertical spacers are often molded in the plastic pedestals to ensure uniform joint widths among the paving units. The open joints allow runoff to pass through them onto the waterproof membrane and into roof drains. The joint created by the spacer should not exceed 3/16 in. (5 mm) and this will minimize the likelihood of tripping.

Another type of pedestal system consists of 8 in. (200 mm) square extruded polystyrene blocks (typically 2 in. or 50 mm thick) glued together, spaced on a grid across the deck, and adhered to a polystyrene insulation board that rests on the waterproof membrane. Many contractors use 60 psi (0.4 MPa) polystyrene blocks to support the paving units. The bottom block of foam may have grooves in contact with roofing materials to facilitate drainage. The grooves should point toward drains.

A patented leveling system trims the tops of the polystyrene blocks to the required height. Shimming is not necessary except for the occasional paving unit that might be slightly out of dimension. Spacing is typically maintained with neoprene rubber spacer tabs adhered to the corners of the paving units, although plastic pedestals can be used. This pedestal system supports units up to 36 x 36 in. (910 x 910 mm). The foam pedestals can extend as high as 2 ft (0.6 m). Figure 6 shows the foam pedestals in place and receiving the paving slabs (6).

**Bedding and Joint Sand for Pedestrian Applications**—Sand-set pavers and slabs (up to 12 x 12 in. or 300 x 300 mm) are common options for pedestrian applications. The typical sand thickness is one inch (25 mm). Figure 7 illustrates a sand-set application for pedestrians.

A key design consideration is not allowing the bedding sand to become saturated. Continually saturated sand and joints can support moss or vegetation that eventually clogs roof drains. Saturated sand can increase the potential for efflorescence that might exist in some concrete paving units. While not attractive, efflorescence will eventually disappear and it is not detrimental to structural performance.

The risk of saturated bedding sand is reduced by adequate slope of the roof structure and correct sand gradation. Sand requires at least a minimum deck slope of 2% to drain. Gradation of the bedding sand for pedestrian applications should conform to ASTM C 33 (7) or CSA A23.1 “FA 1” (8). It is important that no material (fines) pass the No. 200 (0.075 mm) sieve as the presence of this size of material will greatly slow the movement of water through the bedding sand.
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Grading Requirements for Bedding Sand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Percent Passing</th>
<th>Sieve Size</th>
<th>Percent Passing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/8 in. (9.5 mm)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4 (4.75 mm)</td>
<td>95 to 100</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>95 to 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 8 (2.36 mm)</td>
<td>85 to 100</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
<td>80 to 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 16 (1.18 mm)</td>
<td>50 to 85</td>
<td>1.25 mm</td>
<td>50 to 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 30 (0.600 mm)</td>
<td>25 to 60</td>
<td>0.630 mm</td>
<td>25 to 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 50 (0.300 mm)</td>
<td>10 to 30</td>
<td>0.315 mm</td>
<td>10 to 35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Bedding and Joint Sand Gradation for Concrete Pavers and Paving Slabs for Roof Decks

Figure 8. Neoprene adhesive on an asphalt-stabilized sand setting bed

With any segmental paving system, the final installed result should provide a smooth, stable, and even surface. For pedestrian plaza and deck applications, lippering tolerances among adjacent paving units should be no greater than 1/8 in. (3 mm). Surface tolerances of the finished elevations should be no greater than 1/16 in. (±3 mm).

Concrete pavers or slabs

3/4 in. (20 mm) thick bituminous sand bed with neoprene adhesive

Asphalt-impregnated protection board

Waterproof membrane

Existing roof deck

min. 2% slope to drain

Recommended gradations for pedestrian applications are provided in Table 1. Limestone screenings or stone dust should not be used since they typically have fines passing the No. 200 (0.075 mm) sieve. It is accepted construction practice to use bedding sand for joint sand. Additional effort in sweeping and compacting joint sand may be required to work the larger particles down the joints. The sand should be dry when applied so that it flows freely into the joints.

Bedding and Joint Materials for Vehicular Applications—As with pedestrian plaza or terrace applications, bedding materials for vehicular applications need to freely drain water so that they do not become saturated. Again, an essential roof structure requirement is a 2% minimum slope. Parking decks with saturated bedding sand subjected to constant wheel loads will pump sand laterally or upward, and out of the paving assembly. Joint sand is carried out as well, and loss of interlock follows. An unstable surface results where loose pavers receive damage (chipping and cracking) from continued wheel loads. Loss and lateral movement of bedding sand can result in damage to and leaks in the waterproof membrane from loose paving units.

In a few older, vehicular roof deck applications, there have been instances of bedding sand becoming clogged with fines over several years. The source of fines is likely from a combination of a lack of adequate slope, dirt deposited from vehicles, and sometimes from degradation and wearing of the sand into finer material under constant traffic. The fines eventually accumulate in the bedding sand and slow drainage.

To help prevent the bedding layer from becoming saturated or becoming clogged, bedding material with a coarser gradation than that shown in Table 1 may be advantageous for vehicular or pedestrian applications. An example is material conforming to the gradation of ASTM No. 9 or No. 89 aggregate (9). The void space in this aggregate can allow for movement and removal of fines.

Joint sand should have sufficient coarseness such that it does not vacate the joints by working its way down and into the bedding material. The bedding material gradation should overlap with that of ASTM C 33 or CSA A23.1 joint sand to help prevent it from working into the bedding sand.

Joint Sand Stabilization—Joint stabilization materials are recommended in sand-set roof applications for pedestrian and vehicular use. They are applied as a liquid or mixed dry with the joint sand and activated by moistening the joints with water. These materials reduce infiltration of water and ingress of fines brought to the surface by vehicles, and they achieve early stabilization of joint sand. Stabilization can help prevent the joint sand from being washed out by rainfall or blown out by winds.

Neoprene adhesive with bitumen-sand bed—This setting method typically involves a 3/4 in. (20 mm) (1 in. or 25 mm maximum) thick asphalt-stabilized sand layer with a neoprene adhesive applied to it. The sand asphalt mix is applied hot and compacted. After it cools, neoprene is applied to asphalt. The units are set into the adhesive and the joints are filled with sand. Figure 8 provides a schematic cross-section. Joint sand stabilizer can provide early stabilization of the joint sand. Cement mixed with sand to stabilize it in joints is not recommended since the cement can stain the surface of the paving units.

Drainage should be provided at roof drains as with sand-set assemblies. This includes holes in the sides of roof drains to remove water that collects below the paving units. Details on drains are discussed later.

Mortar—While it is not a common setting material, a mortar bed (approximately 3.1 sand to cement) may be used to level and secure pavers or slabs. This setting method is not used over drainage mats. See Figure 9. Like a bitumen setting bed, mortar is costly to remove and replace should there be a need for roof maintenance. In addition, mortar deteriorates in freeze-thaw climates, and especially when exposed to deicing salts. In ASTM C 270, Standard Specification for...
**Mortar for Unit Masonry**, the Appendices include a table on the Guide for the Selection of Masonry Mortars. While Type S is recommended, the guide states caution in selecting mortar for horizontal applications. While they are not foolproof, latex or epoxy modified mortars can reduce the onset of deterioration from freeze-thaw and salts making them acceptable for some pedestrian applications. However, loading and environmental factors preclude the use of mortar-set paving units for vehicular applications, and this setting method is better suited for non-freezing areas.

**Geotextiles, Protection Board, Insulation, and Drainage Mats**

**Geotextiles**—With sand or aggregate bedding materials, geotextile will be needed to contain them and keep them from migrating into deck drains or through scuppers. In addition, sand or aggregate requires geotextile under it to prevent loss into the protection board and insulation (if used). Geotextile manufacturers should be consulted on geotextile selection. The fabric should be turned up against drains, vents and other protrusions in the roof, along parapets or walls, and turned over and placed on top of a 6 in. (150 mm) perimeter of the bedding sand layer.

To contain sand and aggregate bedding materials, the geotextile should extend up their sides and be placed over their top. The paving unit holds down the edges of the geotextile around the roof perimeter, at penetrations (vents, pipes, etc.) and around drains. Figure 10 shows this detail which will help prevent loss of bedding materials from a deluge of rainfall that causes temporary ponding around the drains. A separate piece of geotextile is wrapped around the roof drain to prevent loss of bedding sand or aggregate.

**Protection board**—Most waterproofing systems require a protection board over them to prevent damage to the waterproofing from paving units and to reduce thermal stresses from temperature changes. This can be an asphaltic protection board or other materials. The manufacturers of waterproofing systems can provide guidance on the use of protection layers and they can recommend specific materials when this option is required. Protection board is generally not used in vehicular applications.

**Insulation**—If a pedestrian plaza deck covers an inhabited space, insulation may be required. Insulation typically consists of foam or fiber boards placed over the waterproofing. Sometimes they are adhered directly to the waterproofing. Insulation may be tapered to roof drains to facilitate movement of water into the drains. Insulation board in contact with the waterproof membrane should have drainage channels to facilitate drainage of water under it. Insulation under pavers in vehicular applications requires careful design and execution. As with other engineered pavements, consult an experienced designer familiar with these applications. A secure location for insulation is sandwiched in place inside the concrete deck.

**Drainage mats**—Drainage mats are generally placed under bedding sand and over waterproof membranes to accelerate drainage of water from the sand. Drainage mats are typically 1/4 to 3/8 in. (6 to 10 mm) thick. They consist of a plastic structure covered by geotextile. The structure and geotextile support and contain the bedding sand under the paving units while allowing water to move into it and laterally to roof drains. They are recommended in pedestrian applications under a sand setting bed. They should be placed at a minimum of 2% slope.

Installation of drainage mats for pedestrian applications should start at the lowest slope on the roof with the work proceeding upslope. Flaps on each should go under the next (in a manner similar to placing roof shingles) so that the water drains from one section to the next. This helps prevent water from leaking under the mats. While mats reduce the amount of water reaching the waterproof membrane, they are not a substitute for deck waterproofing. The paving installation contractor should install mats.
Drainage mats are typically supplied in rolls making them difficult to flatten, and they often don’t remain flat during installation. An adhesive between the mat and waterproof membrane will likely be required to maintain flat drainage mats during their installation.

Drainage mats can be used under foam or plastic pedestal systems. While drainage mats may be tested according to the compressive strength test method in ASTM D 1621 (10), they may require additional testing by pre-loading to ensure that they will not crush under loads from the pedestals.

Drainage mats should not be used under vehicles. Mats deflect under wheel loads, eventually fatiguing, compressing and deforming. Repeated deflection tends to shift the pavers, bedding and joint sand, making interlock difficult to achieve. The deflection causes the joint sand to work its way into the bedding, and the bedding sand shifts under loads, especially when saturated. The loss of joint and bedding sand, with possible eventual crushing of the mat, retains water and this can saturate the bedding sand.

**Waterproof Membranes**

The choice of waterproofing is influenced by the application, the project budget, the deck materials under it, and the type of structure supporting the roof. There are three broad types of waterproofing materials used under concrete paving units. They are single-ply, liquid membranes, built-up or modified bitumen roofing. A brief description of these materials follows with their compatibility to segmental paving (11,12).

**Single-ply** roofing is strictly for pedestrian applications and it is the most widely used waterproofing. It is typically made from vulcanized (cured) elastomers such as ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM), neoprene, or butyl. These flexible sheets have excellent weathering properties, high elongation, and puncture resistance. When assembled on a roof, the sheets are spliced together at the job site with an adhesive. The entire assembly of sheets can be loose-laid and ballast provided by paving units. They also can be partially or fully adhered, or mechanically fastened to the roof deck.

Another type of single-ply membranes includes non-vulcanized elastomers such as polyisobutylene (PIB), chlorinated polyethylene (CPE), chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE). These materials are usually reinforced with a polyester mat laminated between two plies. Thermoplastics such as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) sheets are heat welded in the field. Like the elastomers, PVC is loose-laid with ballast paving units, partially or fully adhered, or mechanically fastened to the deck material.

Rubberized asphalt membranes and polyethylene laminates have been used extensively to waterproof pedestrian plaza decks. Prefabricated sheets are made in small sheets and are spliced together in field. They generally are fully adhered to the concrete deck, so their longevity is highly dependent on the quality of the workmanship in splicing and on the smoothness and quality of the concrete.

Manufacturers of single-ply membranes should be contacted about the extent of warranties on the field splices under paving units. Additional measures may be necessary to protect the splices from the paving. This can include installation of a second, sacrificial membrane layer directly under the paving units.

**Liquid applied membranes** are installed either hot or cold depending on the materials. Rubberized asphalt membranes are hot applied to the concrete deck to form a continuous coating with no seams. These are for pedestrian plaza decks only. Cold-applied liquid resins and elastomers such as polyurethane are generally suitable as waterproofing on concrete decks subject to vehicular use. Sprayed-in-place polyurethane foam acts as an insulator and as waterproofing. The material is soft and is not recommended for use with concrete paving units.

**Built-up roofing** is made from paper, woven fabric or glass fiber mats, polyester mats or fabrics adhered together in alternating layers with bitumen or coal tar. The exterior surface of the layers is covered with bitumen or coal tar. Built-up roofs use concrete pavers or slabs as a walking surface to prevent wear and puncture of the membrane, especially around mechanical equipment. The use of pedestal systems should be avoided in built-up roofing due to the likelihood of indentations in the layered waterproofing materials.

**Modified bitumen** consists of plastic or rubber additives pressed into asphalt sheets. They are installed by heating the sheets with a torch and applying them to the deck substrate, or by mopping bitumen and securing them to the substrate with it. Some systems use cold cement or mastics to adhere the sheets to the substrate. Some modified bitumen waterproofings
create overlap “bumps” every yard (meter) or so. There can be an additional construction cost to avoid these when using a pedestal system. These systems do not require segmental paving ballast unless insulation needs to be secured in place. While these systems are generally compatible with concrete paving units in pedestrian applications, manufacturers should be contacted for verification of use with paving units under vehicular traffic.

Each of these waterproofing systems has advantages and disadvantages on speed of installation, costs, durability, and manufacturer warranties. Many waterproof membrane manufacturers require the use of roofing contractors that have been certified to install a particular manufacturer’s roofing system. The subject of roof waterproofing is large and outside the scope of this publication. There are many references on roofing and waterproofing systems. An overview is provided in Roofing—Design Criteria, Options, Selection (12). Other resources are publications by the National Roofing Contractors Association at http://www.nrca.net and the Roof Consultants Institute at http://www.rci-online.org.

**Deck Structure Systems**

**Concrete**—There are four types of concrete deck structural systems (11). They are reinforced concrete slabs, post-tensioned slabs, pre-stressed precast elements such as “T” beams with a concrete topping, and concrete poured onto and formed by steel decks. Each type responds to waterproofing differently. For example, volumetric changes in reinforced concrete slabs can cause reflective cracking in liquid-applied membranes and some fully adhered bituminous systems. Post-tensioned slabs are generally suited for liquid-applied membranes because the slabs have a low amount of deflection and cracking. Loose-laid waterproofing systems are suited for over precast elements because they can accommodate the many joints in the deck, whereas liquid-applied and fully adhered membranes are prone to reflective cracking and splitting at joints.

In lighter, less expensive roofs, the concrete deck is poured onto and formed by a corrugated steel deck. In some cases the concrete is lightweight, i.e., weighing less per cubic foot or cubic meter than ordinary ready-mixed concrete. The weight of lightweight concrete is reduced by using lighter aggregates and by air-entraining the concrete mix. Lightweight concrete reduces loads on the columns and beams, thereby reducing their size and expense. (See Reference 13 for further information on lightweight concrete.) Steel decks topped with concrete should be vented so that moisture can escape if waterproofed with liquid-applied or fully adhered materials. Some waterproofing manufacturers do not recommend use of their materials over lightweight concrete.

**Steel**—Corrugated steel decks are generally covered with insulation and loose-laid single-ply membranes. This inexpensive assembly often uses ballast made with lightweight concrete paving units. These assemblies typically do not use heavier precast concrete pavers or paving slabs.

**Design Considerations**

**Detailing for movement for pedestrian applications**—Roof joints should be located when there is a change in roof direction, dimension, height, material, or when there are extreme differences in humidity or temperature within a building. Most roof structures have joints that allow each part of the structure to move independently due to settlement, seismic activity, and thermal expansion/contraction. There is usually a flexible sealant in the joint to prevent water from entering and leaking into the space below. The sealant can be a compression seal squeezed into the joint, or a more expensive and durable strip seal. A strip seal is a length of flexible material fastened to metal clips secured to the concrete deck. The strip seal flexes with the movement of the adjacent structures.

Figure 11 illustrates a joint in a concrete structure and with sand-set paving units over it. Expansion joints should be treated as pavement edges. As with all segmental pavement construction, an edge restraint is required to hold the units together. Figure 11 shows steel angle restraint on both sides of the joint and secured to the concrete deck. There should be a compression seal at the top against the steel edge restraints, as well as one between the concrete decks. This detail is recommended at roof expansion joints for pedestrian applications.

This detail shows the paving pattern stopping at a joint in the deck and resuming on the opposite side. The sealant is joined to the edge restraint and not to the sides of the paving units. The use of a sailor or soldier course of pavers on both sides of the joint will present a clean visual break in the pattern. Figure 12

![Figure 12. An absence of edge restraints and use of a sealant in this construction joint caused the pavers to shift and open their joints on both sides of the sealant.](image-url)
Control joint material
Concrete pavers or slabs (max. 12 x 12 in. or 300 x 300 mm)
Geotextile 3 ft. (1 m) wide at all perimeters, wrap bedding sand 1 ft. (0.3 m)
Bedding sand
Drainage mat
Waterproof membrane
Roof deck min. 2% slope to drain

Figure 13. Detail at parapet or building wall not joined to decking using paving units and bedding sand with a drainage mat

Concrete pavers
3 1/8 in. (80 mm) minimum thickness
1 in. (25 mm) bedding sand
Geotextile
Asphalt joint filler/sealant
Waterproof membrane
Epoxy grout filler
Seal at joint
Structural slab min. 2% slope to drain

Figure 14. Edge restraint detail at a roof expansion joint for vehicular applications

shows the consequences of not stopping the pattern with an edge restraint at an expansion joint. The pavers separated and exposed the bedding sand and waterproof membrane.

Parapets or building walls can typically serve as edge restraints. For sand-set paving assemblies, expansion material should be placed between the outside edge of the pavers and vertical walls of buildings when functioning as separate structures from the deck on which the paving units rest. Figure 13 shows this detail with expansion material. It should not adhere to the paving units or the wall, but should independently expand and contract with their movement. Expansion materials at the perimeter of the pavers are not necessary to place against walls or parapets when the pavers are resting on the same structure as the walls. Figure 10 illustrates this condition.

Detailing for movement for vehicular applications—Figure 14 details an expansion joint in a roof application subject to vehicles such as a parking structure. Although compression seals can be used, this assembly uses a strip seal for bridging the joint. The ends of the concrete deck are formed as edge restraints to hold the concrete pavers in place.

2 3/8 in. (60 mm) vs. 3 1/8 in. (80 mm) thick pavers for vehicular applications.—Most vehicular applications with pavers are supported by a concrete structure. The support from such a structure is often used as rationale for using pavers that are less than 3 1/2 in. (80 mm) thick. Thicker units render greater vertical and rotational interlock. Using concrete pavers less than 3 1/2 in. (80 mm) thick in vehicular applications increases the risk of reduced surface stability by reducing horizontal and rotational interlock under turning and braking vehicles.

Weight—Concrete pavers, slabs, and bedding materials exert substantial weight on roof structures. The structure supporting these materials should withstand dead and live loads. The advice of a structural engineer should be sought to assess the capacity of the roof and tolerable deflections from paving-related loads especially when units are added to an existing roof deck structure. The weight of paving units can be obtained from manufacturers for the purposes of calculating loads. Bedding sand (1 in. or 25 mm thick) weighs approximately 10 lbs. per sf (49 kg/m^2).

Resistance to wind uplift—The designer should consult Loss Prevention Data for Roofing Contractors Data Sheets published by Factory Mutual (FM) Engineering Corporation (15). Data Sheets 1-28 and 1-29 provide design data including the minimum pounds per square foot (or kg/m^2) of paving unit weight required for resistance to wind uplift. The FM charts consider wind velocity pressure on roofs at various heights in different geographic locations. Design pressures are then compared to the type of roof construction, parapet height, and the whether the paving units have tongue-and-groove, beveled joints, or are strapped together. Some high wind regions may have local building codes with additional weight requirements for paving units, especially on high-rise buildings.

Slope for drainage—A flat or “dead level” roof, i.e., one with no pitch, should never be designed. A dead level roof does not drain, creating a high risk of leaks in the waterproofing, as well a potential saturation of bedding sand (when used). The membrane will be exposed to continual standing water and ice that accelerates its deterioration and increases the potential
for leaks. Likewise, paving units and bedding materials in constantly standing water subject to many freeze and thaw cycles will experience a decrease in their useful life.

Regardless of the deck substrate, it should be built with a minimum 2% slope to drain. This may be difficult to achieve with certain decks sloping toward area drains and some decks are built flat and then a topping applied to achieve slopes. The designers should take every opportunity to use deck systems that enable construction of a minimum 2% slope as some toppings are not waterproof and flat roofs will eventually leak.

**Slopes for pedestrians and vehicles**—The maximum slope is constrained by the need for a comfortable walking surface and the maximum percentage is typically 8% (4.5°). For driving surfaces, the maximum recommended slope should not exceed 20% (11°) and ideally should not exceed 8% as such surfaces often will often see pedestrian use. For slopes exceeding 4% with exposure to vehicles, consideration should be given to using bituminous-set rather than sand set systems.

**Roof drains**—Depending on the design, roofs are drained at their edges and/or from the interior with roof drains. When roofs decks are loaded with dead and live loads, they will deflect. Continual deflection over time results in deformation of the roof. This movement can make drain inlets or scuppers adjacent to columns or on frame lines at the perimeter the highest points of the roof. Therefore, sufficient pitch to the roof that accounts for such deflections is essential to continual drainage. In addition, the surface of the paving should be a minimum of \(\frac{3}{16}\) in. (5 mm) above the inlet of roof drains.

When sand or aggregate is used for bedding or fill, it is essential that holes be in the sides of drains to allow water to escape the bedding sand. The bottom of the holes should be at the same elevation as the top of the waterproof membrane. As previously noted, drains should be wrapped in geotextile to prevent loss of bedding material through the drain holes.

Figure 15 illustrates ponding around a parking deck roof drain that didn’t have drain holes in its sides to drain subsurface water. Figures 16 and 17 illustrate a possible drain solution with holes for a pedestrian roof and parking deck. For paving slabs with pedestals, the slabs generally are located over roof drains, or are cut to fit around drains (see Figure 5). Bitumen-set assemblies require holes in the sides of the drains to remove water that may collect below the paving units. Bitumen and neoprene must not be allowed to clog roof drains or holes on their sides during installation.

**Raising elevations**—New and rehabilitated roofs may require fill material for raising the paved surface so it conforms to adjacent elevations. The deck surface receiving the fill material should slope a minimum of 2%. Fill materials are typically concrete, asphalt, or open-graded base. The structure should be evaluated first by a structural engineer for its capability in taking the additional load. Lightweight concrete may be considered if there are load limitations. These fill materials are often placed over a waterproof membrane. Consideration should be given to using insulation and protection board over the waterproof membrane. Attention in detailing and during construction should
be given to how the fill materials will meet vents, skylights, and other protrusions in the roof without damage to them, their flashing, or to their waterproofing. Open-graded bases will require geotextile under them to contain them. The fabric should cover all sides of the base.

Dense-graded aggregate base fill materials are not recommended since water can collect at the bottom of the base and soften it. Over time, this condition can increase the potential for deformation of the base under repeated vehicular wheel loads. In addition, aggregate base materials can shed fine particles that, over time, can clog geotextiles and drains. Concrete, asphalt, or open-graded bases are preferred as fill materials since they do not deform when continually exposed to water. In addition, they seldom shed particles into the roof drains so they present a much lower risk of clogged geotextile and drains.

Due to its high temperature at application, asphalt may not be compatible with some waterproof membranes, insulation, or protection board. All fill materials should be reviewed with the manufacturer for compatibility with these components. Other important considerations are the minimum thickness to which the fill materials can be applied without cracking and deterioration from freeze-thaw cycles and salts. The design and selection of fill materials should address movement from temperature changes, vibration (if exposed to vehicles), and seismic activity.

**Construction Considerations**

Low slope roofs and waterproofing systems are generally installed by a specialty roofing subcontractor. A second subcontractor specializing in the installation of segmental paving supplies and installs bedding materials, pedestals, pavers or slabs after the waterproofing is placed by the roofing contractor. Installation of protection board and/or drainage mat may be by the paving contractor or roofing contractor depending on the project specifications. Testing of the waterproofing for leaks and any repairs should be completed prior to starting the paving.  

**Job Planning**—Roof jobs are typically built in a very limited space. There will be an additional expense of moving the paving units from the ground to the roof. Most roofs may not have space to store cubes of pavers and stockpiled sand, and if they did, they most likely do not have the structural capacity to withstand their concentrated weight. The advice of a structural engineer should be sought on assessing the maximum load capacity of the roof to safely support the weight, packaging, and distribution of all materials delivered to the roof, or a crane used to lift them from the exterior.

Forecasting delivery time for moving pavers to the roof, as well as sand, pedestals, saw(s), tools, geotextile, and crew to the roof is a critical to accurately estimating roof projects. Labor functions and costs must be tracked on each project for use in future bids. For example, additional time and expense may arise from the need for the paving contractor to place temporary protection on the waterproof membrane to prevent damage during construction. A one-story parking garage may allow all materials to be driven onto and delivered quickly to the roof. A multi-story parking garage with pavers on the top floor may have a 6 ft - 6 in. (2 m) ceiling height that will not allow delivery of pavers and sand in large trucks. Trucks with a low clearance will be needed to move materials through the structure and to the roof, or craned to the roof.

The packaging of most concrete pavers and slabs allows their transport to the roof via elevator or crane during construction. Roof access, construction scheduling, the capacity of the roof to withstand loads from packaged materials, and reduction of labor costs will dictate the economics of using a crane to transport materials to the roof. The roofing contractor often handles this.

In some cases, an elevator may be the only means of transport. An example of using only an elevator to move crews, tools, and materials was to the observation deck on the 86th floor of the Empire State Building in New York City (Figure 1) where the deck was rehabilitated with concrete pavers.

The layout of paving slabs can be more demanding than the layout of interlocking concrete pavers. Some designers prefer joint lines to be located in particular places such as centered at columns or staircases. Careful planning of the layout will spare wasted cuts and adjusting the pattern on site to conform to the drawings and design intent.

Sometimes railing posts along the perimeter of a roof may require coring holes in paving slabs to fit around them. In addition, paving units may need to be cut to fit against moldings and other protrusions from parapets. The location of the pattern and cutting should be anticipated in advance of the construction.

---

**Figure 18.** A mechanical screed used to level bedding sand on a roof parking deck project.

**Figure 19.** Mechanical equipment used to install concrete pavers on a roof deck.
Installation of bedding sand—
After placing the geotextile, the bedding sand is screeded using screed bars and a strike board to 1 in. (25 mm) thickness. Mechanical screeders may be used on large deck jobs as shown in Figure 18. This shows 40,000 sf (3,715 m²) of pavers on a concrete parking deck next to a condominium housing project. Once the bedding sand is screeded, the pavers are compacted into the bedding sand. Sand is spread, swept and vibrated into the joints with at least two passes of a plate compactor. Excess sand is removed upon completion of compacting.

For larger than 12 in. x 12 in. (300 mm x 300 mm) slabs, bitumen or pedestals are recommended as the preferred setting methods rather than a sand bed. If placed on bedding sand, larger slabs tend to tip and tilt when loads are placed on their corners. Pedestals and bitumen are more stable assemblies for pedestrian applications.

Some jobs may require slabs to completely cover the roof right up to the parapets and protruding vents. If full slabs do not fit next to vents and parapets, the slabs are saw cut and placed on pedestals next to them.

Mechanical installation—Roof decks can be built by mechanically placing the paving units. Figure 19 shows a parking deck being installed with mechanical equipment. Slabs can be installed with vacuum equipment that relies on suction to grab and place each unit. See Figure 20. For most jobs, these kinds of equipment can not run directly on the waterproofing. They must run over installed concrete pavers. Therefore, a starting area of pavers may need to be placed by hand and the equipment placed on it to continue the paving. Further information on mechanical installation is found in ICPI Tech Spec 11—Mechanical Installation of Interlocking Concrete Pavements. Regardless of the installation method, all federal, provincial, state and local worker safety rules should be followed for fall protection of crews working on roofs.
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WARNING: The content of ICPI Tech Spec technical bulletins is intended for use only as a guideline. It is NOT intended for use or reliance upon as an industry standard, certification or as a specification. ICPI makes no promises, representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, as to the content of the Tech Spec Technical Bulletins and disclaims any liability for damages resulting from the use of Tech Spec Technical Bulletins. Professional assistance should be sought with respect to the design, specifications and construction of each project.